Force Multiplier

RELIAQUEST
GREYMATTER
MAKING SECURITY POSSIBLE WITH 24/7 ENABLEMENT

SECURITY IS A TEAM SPORT

Incident Response
Is on hand 24/7 to monitor alerts, investigate incidents
and automate responses or provide recommendations
for remediation. Using our cyber analysis methodology
& automation plays we provide consistent responses.

Content Engineering
Focuses on correlations and contextual development
building out effective threat detection content tuned
to your specific ecosystem. By recognizing existing &
emerging IOCs and TTPs you can further reduce risks.

ReliaQuest partners with security teams to deliver unified
visibility and high -fidelity threat intelligence to expedite
investigations across all your disparate technologies.With
ReliaQuest acting as an extension of your team we ensure
that you utilize the full power of all security investments &
continue to mature your program.
ReliaQuest equips your SIEM with content catered to your ecosystem
enabling effective threat detection. We remove the hassles of content
development, tuning, and updates with our library of threat detection
logic so you can focus on business-critical decisions for improving your
overall security posture. Our teams continuously focus on building out
rules and optimizing all your security tools while you retain ownership
of them.
Visualize threat coverages across every major security framework
including MITRE ATT&CK, Killchain stages, or NIST to identify gaps.

Security Engineering
Validates your security controls through continuously
automated hunt campaigns and attack simulations to
give you a true baseline understanding of your entire
environment to identify gaps & prioritize remediation.

Experience the impact of high-fidelity alerting and see an average
~50% reduction in mean time to resolve within the first 90 days.
Generate tactical metrics to assess your security model to create
a strategic roadmap for future improvements & measure your ROI.

Gain greater visibility into your environment and leverage data on
demand pulled from siloed technologies like SIEM, EDR, and Cloud.

Delivery Management
Works together with your team providing actionable
metrics benchmarked against your previous history &
industry peers to help create a roadmap for SUCCESS
that leadership can both understand and get behind!

(800) 925-2159

info@reliaquest.com

ReliaQuest GreyMatter is the foundation for a best-inclass security program providing you with unified visibility,
automation across the security lifecycle, and board-ready
continuous measurements enabling your team to support
the business smarter and faster.

www.reliaquest.com

Make Security Possible
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